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Abstract: Observations show that some HPC applications periodically alternate between (i) op-
erations (computations, local data-accesses) executed on the compute nodes, and (ii) I/O transfers
of data and this behavior can be predicted before-hand. While the compute nodes are allocated
separately to each application, the storage is shared and thus I/O access can be a bottleneck leading
to contention. To tackle this issue, we design new static I/O scheduling algorithms that prescribe
when each application can access the storage. To design a static algorithm, we emphasize on the
periodic behavior of most applications. Scheduling the I/O volume of the different applications
is repeated over time. This is critical since often the number of application runs is very high.
In the following report, we develop a formal background for I/O scheduling. First, we define a
model, bi-colored chain scheduling, then we go through related results existing in the literature
and explore the complexity of this problem variants. Finally, to match the HPC context, we per-
form experiments based on use-cases matching highly parallel applications or distributed learning
framework
Key-words: High performance computing, complexity, algorithmics, approximations
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Ordonnancemenent d’entrée-sortie périodiques avec des
chaines bicolore: modèles et algorithmes
Résumé : Des observations ont montré qu’en calcul haute performance, les applications alternent
entre (i) des opérations (calculs, accès à données locales) exécutées sur les nœuds de calcul, et (ii)
des transferts de données en entrée/sortie et que ce comportement pouvait être prédit en amont.
Alors que les nœuds de calcul sont alloués séparément à chaque application, l’espace de stockage
est partagé, par conséquent, son accès peut être un goulet d’étranglement causant de la contention.
Afin de limiter ce problème, nous proposons de nouveaux algorithmes statiques d’ordonnancement
d’entrée/sorties spécifiant quand chaque application a accès au stockage. Pour concevoir un al-
gorithme statique, nous insistons sur le comportement périodique de la plupart des applications :
’ordonnancement des d’entrées/sorties des différentes applications se répète au cours du temps ce
qui est souvent critique car le nombre d’exécutions des applications est très élevé. Dans le rapport
suivant, nous développons un cadre théorique pour l’ordonnancement d’entrée/sortie. Tout d’abord,
nous définissons un modèle, l’ordonnancement de châınes bicolores, puis nous parcourons les résultats
liés existant dans la littérature et explorons la complexité de cette variante du problème. Enfin, pour
coller au contexte du calcul haute performance, nous effectuons des expériences basées sur de vrais cas
d’utilisation correspondant à des applications hautement parallèles ou à de l’apprentissage distribué.
Mots-clés : Calcul Haute performance, ordonnancement, complexité, algorithmique, approxima-
tions
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1 Introduction
Until now, the performance of a supercomputer was mainly measured by its computational power.
However, as platforms grow larger and the amount of data involved increases, we encounter new issues.
Indeed, the way data is allocated, moved or stored takes an increasing part in the performance of these
parallel applications. For instance, on large-scale platform, I/O movement is critical as fetching data
out of the storage is becoming a growing fraction of the total runtime. Moreover, while the compute
nodes are allocated separately to each application, the storage is shared by many applications. It is
often seen that the concurrent I/O access to the storage degrades performance [11, 20]. There are
two main reasons for that. First, I/O access from the compute node uses the storage infrastructure
(network, disks, etc.) and hence several concurrent accesses in “best-effort” mode lead to contention
on these resources. Such contention is often over-additive : due to hardware restrictions, the time
spent by each application executed simultaneously is larger than the time that each application would
spend without contention if they were executed alone. The second reason is that when applications
compete for resources, they are blocked waiting for their request to be completed. This is suboptimal
if we compare this to the case where each application access these resources one at a time: the time
spent doing I/O is much more reduced in the latter case. Therefore, we need to design algorithms
that shift the focus from raw computational power to handle the bottleneck due to data management.
To tackle this problem, some approaches aim at reducing the amount of data by compressing or
pre-processing it [22, 6, 7]. Moreover, new hardware features, such as burst buffers, are designed to
absorb spike in storage access. However, these solutions do not fully address the problem of resource
contention : compression does not prevent several applications to access the storage at the same time,
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and a burst buffer is limited in size and hence, can also suffer from congestion. Here, the solution we
explore adopts a very different point of view that is complementary to the reduction of the amount of
data that transit. We aim at managing the I/O data in the system, by scheduling the access at the
scale of the system
Our solution is based on observations that show that some HPC applications [5, 9, 11] periodi-
cally alternate between (i) operations (computations, local data accesses) executed on the compute
nodes, and (ii) I/O transfers of data and this behavior can be predicted beforehand. Taking this
structural argument, along with HPC-specific applications characteristics (there are in general very
few applications running concurrently on a machine, and the applications run for many iterations
with similar behavior) the goal is to design new algorithms for scheduling periodic I/O access. In
this paper, we study several approaches (namely periodic and list scheduling) that takes into account
the different application pattern (computation time, I/O time, number of iterations, etc.), and aim at
defining the time when each application has to perform I/O. Based on different sub-cases, we are able
to provide optimal algorithms, approximation algorithms or heuristics. We validate these algorithms
using use cases from the literature. We show that given some criteria on the instance, we outperform
the best-effort strategy. As the I/O schedule is static, we also study its robustness when inputs are
subject to error or noise: in this case we show that, in many cases, our strategies still outperform the
best effort one even if the characteristic of the applications are not perfectly known in advance.
2 Model
In this section we present a formal model to represent HPC applications alternating between compute
phases and I/O phases. The model used has been verified experimentally to be consistent with the
behavior of Intrepid and Mira, supercomputers at Argonne [11] and Jupiter, a machine at Mellanox [2].
To do this we introduce a more general notion that we call bi-colored chains, where the chain consists
of two types of operations (e.g. in this case compute and I/O), that need to be run on two different
types of machine. One can then choose how to parametrize the machine consistently with the problem
under study (here compute nodes and I/O bandwidth). We call Hpc-IO the name of the parametrized
instance under consideration in this work.
2.1 Machine Model
We consider a platform consisting of two types of machines: type A and type B. Each of these
machines can have either a bounded number of resources or an unbounded number of resources as
would be the case in a typical scheduling problem.
In the I/O problem under consideration here, we consider that the jobs are already scheduled on
the compute nodes (machine of type A) and that there is no competition at this level. Hence, we
can assume w.l.o.g an unbounded number of such resources. On the contrary the bandwidth of the
Parallel File System (PFS) (machine of type B) is shared amongst the different jobs. Hence, we say
that it has a bounded number of resources B. In this work we consider B = 1. We call this instance
of the platform an I/O platform.
We give a schematic overview of this model and of jobs executed on this platform in Figure 1.
2.2 Job Model
We consider scientific applications running simultaneously onto a parallel platform [2, 1]. The set
of processing resources is already allocated to each application. With respect to I/O, applications
consist of consecutive non-overlapping phases: (i) a compute phase (executed on machine A); (ii) an
I/O phase (executed on machine B) which can be either reads or writes.
Inria
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of three jobs J1, J2, J3 scheduled on a bi-colored platform.
Formally, a job Ji consists of ni successive operation Ai,j , Bi,j (j ≤ ni). The dependencies that
need to be respected are such that: Ai,j+1 (resp. Bi,j) can only start its work when operation Bi,j
(resp. Ai,j) is done entirely. We denote by ai,j (resp. bi,j) the volume of work of operations Ai,j
(resp. Bi,j). In the Hpc-IO problem, because there is no constraint on the number of compute nodes
allocated to Ji, we can assume w.l.o.g that it is equal to 1 and ai,j also corresponds to the execution
time of operation Ai,j . Similarly, when Bi,j uses the full I/O bandwidth (B = 1), bi,j corresponds to
the minimal time to execute operation Bi,j .
We call such jobs bi-colored chains and write them:
Ji = (Π
ni
j=1(Ai,j , Bi,j)) (1)




ai,j + bi,j (2)
In addition, in this work we consider some specific jobs called Periodic jobs. They consist in
successions of identical (in volume/time) compute operations and I/O operations. Those are typical
patterns in High Performance Computing [5, 11, 9]. We extend the notation for bi-colored chains to
these jobs:
Ji = ((Ai, Bi)
ni) (3)
2.3 Optimization problem
In this Section we detail the Hpc-IO optimization problem. In this work, we consider the specific
model where the I/O of tasks is rigid: for all applications, the I/O is always performed at full
bandwidth and cannot be pre-empted. This model is what is currently implemented in Clarisse [13].
A schedule S is fully defined by giving an order for the different I/O operations on the machine
of type B. Indeed, because there is no competition for the resources of type A:
• Ai,1 can start immediately;
• Bi,j can start as soon as both events are finished: (i) Ai,j is finished; (ii) all jobs anterior to
Bi,j in the schedule on the machine of type B are finished.
• Ai,j+1 can start as soon as Bi,j is finished.
Hence, we can formally define a schedule:
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Definition 1 (A schedule S). Given a set of jobs Ji = (Πnij=1(Ai,j , Bi,j)), a schedule S is defined by
a permutation of the jobs ((Bi,j)j≤ni)i that satisfies, for all i, j, Bi,j is before Bi,j+1
We consider the classical objective function for scheduling problem. It corresponds to the system
performance (makespan or execution time). In the future, we may study system fairness as well.
Let Ci be the end of the execution of a job Ji in the schedule S. We define the makespan CSmax of
the schedule S to be:
CSmax = maxCi (4)
Definition 2 (MS-Hpc-IO). Given a set of rigid bi-colored chains Ji = (Π
ni
j=1(Ai,j , Bi,j)), and an
I/O platform. Find a schedule that minimizes the makespan CSmax.
3 Complexity of Hpc-IO
3.1 Intractability
In this section we briefly present some intractability results from the literature for MS-Hpc-IO.
MS-Hpc-IO In the literature, several results relate to this problem. The closest to our model is
the Precedence Constrained Scheduling problem introduced by Wikum [24], which studies the special
case of MS-Hpc-IO.
Theorem 1 ([24, Proposition 2.3]). MS-Hpc-IO is NP-complete, even in the simplest case when
n1 = 2, and for all jobs Ji, i 6= 1, ni = 1.
3.2 Polynomial algorithms
In this Section we present some instances where one can compute the optimal solution in polynomial
time. We focus here on instances that are important for the Hpc-IO problem. Several other specific
instances have been studied by Wikum [24].
Case when ∀i, ni = 1 When for all jobs Ji, ni = 1, it is easy to see that any greedy solution that
schedules the I/O as soon as they are available is optimal for MS-Hpc-IO [24, Proposition 2.1].
Uniform jobs We study the case of uniform jobs which is a specific case of periodic jobs. Specifi-
cally we consider that there exists A,B s.t., for all i, j, Ai,j = A and Bi,j = B. We can then write:
Ji = ((A,B)
ni). Those jobs can be used to represent some new types of workloads such as hyper-
parametrization in Machine Learning (see Section 5.3 for more details). In this context, all jobs are
part of a bigger job and are released at the same time. Because they are part of a bigger job, we
are interested in solving MS-Hpc-IO. In this section, w.l.o.g we assume that the jobs (Ji)1≤i≤n are
sorted by decreasing value of ni.
Definition 3 (Uniform). Given a set of jobs (Ji)1≤i≤n s.t. ∀i, ri = 0, ni ≥ ni+1 and there exists
A,B s.t., for all i, j, Ai,j = A and Bi,j = B, Uniform is the problem of solving MS-Hpc-IO.
Theorem 2. Uniform can be solved in polynomial time.
To show this result, we show that Algorithm 1 (Hierarchical Round-robin) solves the problem
in polynomial time. The idea of Hierarchical Round-robin is to structure the schedule around
the job with the largest ni.
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Figure 2: J1 = (2.5, 1)
4, J2 = (2.5, 1)
4, J3 = (2.5, 1)
2, J4 = (2.5, 1)
2, J5 = (2.5, 1)
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Round-robin
1: procedure HRR(Ji = (Πj≤niAi,j , Bi,j)) . ∀i, j, ni ≥ ni+1, Ai,j = A,Bi,j = B
2: Let S0, · · · , Sn1−1 be n1 empty stacks.
3: Idb ← 1.
4: for i = 1 to |{Ji}| do
5: if ni = n1 then
6: for j = 1 to ni do
7: Add Bi,j to Sj−1.
8: else . We do not schedule anymore on S0.
9: Ide ← 1 + (Idb + ni mod (n1 − 1)) . Ji is scheduled from SIdb+1 to SIde
10: if Idb ≤ Ide then
11: for j = 1 to ni do
12: Add Bi,j to Sj+Idb .
13: else
14: for j = 1 to Ide do
15: Add Bi,j to Sj .
16: for j = Ide + 1 to ni do
17: Add Bi,j to S(n1−1)−(ni−j).
18: Idb ← Ide.
return SHRr = S0 · S1 · · · · · Sn1−1
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We start by scheduling each B operation of J1. Then, we schedule before each of those B operations
all B operations of jobs such that ni = n1. Finally, we schedule all remaining jobs in a round-robin
fashion between B1,1 and B1,n1 . We present in Figure 2 an example of a schedule.
We now show formally Theorem 2. To do so:
1. We define of a cost function C (Def. 5) such that for all schedule S, CSmax > C(S) (Prop. 1);
2. We show that there exists an optimal schedule Sopt such that C(Sopt) > C(SHRr) (where SHRr
is the schedule returned by Hierarchical Round-robin);
3. Finally, we show that CSHRrmax = C(SHRr) (Prop. 2), showing the result.
In the rest of this Section, we let Ji = (0,Π
ni
j=1(Ai,j , Bi,j)) be a set of uniform jobs sorted by
decreasing ni. We denote by a (resp. b) the execution tasks of tasks Ai,j (resp. Bi,j).
We introduce the notion of block :
Definition 4 (Block of a schedule S and its cost). Given a schedule S, for k ∈ [[1, n1]], we define the
block BSk to be:
• If k = 1, BS1 is the set of tasks scheduled to be executed before (including) B1,1.
• Otherwise, BSk is the set of tasks scheduled to be executed after (excluding) B1,k−1 and before
(including) B1,k.
We define the cost of a block to be:
C(BSk ) =
{
a+ |BS1 | if k = 1
max(a+ b, |BSk | · b) else
We represent the notion of Blocks on Fig. 2
Definition 5 (Cost of a schedule). Given a schedule S, its cost is C(S) = Σn1k=1C(BSk ), where C is the
function cost of a block.
Proposition 1. For any schedule S, CSmax > C(S).
Proof. To obtain this result, one can observe that the blocks partition the schedule until B1,n1 , and
hence the total makespan is greater than the sum of the makespan of all blocks1. Then, we need to
show that the makespan of each block is greater than the cost of each block, hence showing the result.
This comes naturally from the fact the makespan of a block is necessarily greater than the maximum
between (i) the total work that has to be performed during this block (|BSk | · b), and (ii) the minimal
length imposed by J1 (an execution of Ai,j and an execution of Bi,j). Hence, the makespan of a block
is greater than its cost, showing the result.
Definition 6 (Dominant schedules). For Uniform, we say that a schedule is dominant if:
1. Prop. (Dom.1) The last task executed on platform B is B1,n1 ;
2. Prop. (Dom.2) For all Ji, (ni − j + i) < n1, implies Bi,j is executed after B1,1.
3. Prop. (Dom.3) For all Ji s.t. ni = n1, Bi,1 is executed before B1,1.
1Where the makespan of block BSk (resp. B
S
1 ) is naturally defined as the time between the beginning of the execution
of B1,k on platform B and the beginning of the execution of B1,k+1 on platform B.
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In practice Dominant Schedules are schedules that finish by the last operation of J1, and that start
by all first operations of long jobs and then by B1,1.
Lemma 3. There exists a dominant schedule which is optimal.
Proof. We show the result in three steps:
1. First, we show that there exists an optimal algorithm which ends by the execution of B1,n1 ;
2. Amongst those optimal algorithms, we show that there exists at least one where for all Ji s.t.
(ni − j + 1) < n1, implies Bi,j is executed after B1,1;
3. Finally, amongst those, we show that there exists at least one s.t. for all Ji s.t. ni = n1, Bi,1 is
executed before B1,1.
There exists an optimal algorithm that satisfies Prop. (Dom.1) We show the result by
contradiction. Assume there does not exist an optimal schedule which ends by the execution of B1,n1 .
Let S be an optimal schedule for Uniform that minimizes the number of operations following
B1,n1 . Let Bi,k be the operation directly subsequent to B1,n1 in the schedule.
If k = n1, then because all Ai,j are identical, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we can permute all Bi,j operations with
B1,j without increasing the makespan, and the number of operations after B1,n1 decreased strictly,
contradicting the minimality of S.
Otherwise, necessarily k < n1 (indeed, by definition, for all i, ni ≤ n1). In this case, necessarily
there exist two consecutive operations of J1 such that there are no operations of Ji between them.
Let us call B1,n1−j0−1 and B1,n1−j0 those last operations. Then, because all jobs are identical, for
0 ≤ j ≤ j0, we can permute all Bi,k−j operations with B1,n1−j operations without increasing the
total makespan. In this new schedule, the number of operations after B1,n1 decreased strictly, hence
contradicting the minimality of S.
We denote by A1OPT the non-empty set of optimal schedules that satisfy Prop. (Dom.1).
There exists a schedule in A1OPT that satisfies Prop. (Dom.2) Similarly, we show the result
by contradiction. Assume that for all schedules of A1OPT , none satisfy Prop. (Dom.2).
Let S ∈ A1OPT that minimizes the number of operations Bi,j that satisfy (i) Bi,j is scheduled
before B1,1; (ii) ni − jn1 − 1. Let Bi,j0 be the last of these operations before B1,1 in S.
Then, because (ni − j0 + 1) < n1, necessarily there exists k < n1 s.t. there are no operations of
Ji between B1,k and B1,k+1. Let us denote by k0 the smallest of such k. Then, for j ∈ {1, · · · , k0}we
can permute in S all operations B1,j and Bi,j0−1+j without increasing the schedule length. Indeed,
there is no new idle time between any pair of operations B1,j and B1,j+1 for j < k0 (because a1,j =
ai,j0−1+j = a, nor between B1,k0 and B1,k0+1 because B1,k0 was advanced in time while B1,k0+1 did
not move. Similarly, there is no new idle time created in the schedule between Bi,j0−1+j and Bi,j0+j .
Bi,j0+k0 is scheduled after B1,k0+1 while Bi,j0−1+k0 is scheduled where Bi,k0 was scheduled, so the
time difference between them is greater than a.
Finally, this did not impact either any other jobs because the number of jobs on B between two
occurrences on any other jobs was kept the same.
We can conclude that this transformation did not increase the execution time. In addition, it did
not change the schedule after B1,k0+1 where k0 +1 ≤ n1, hence Prop. (Dom.1) is still respected in this
new optimal schedule. There was, however, one fewer job before B1,1, contradicting the minimality
of S.
We denote by A2OPT the non-empty set of optimal schedules that satisfy both Prop. (Dom.1) and
Prop. (Dom.2).
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There exists a schedule in A2OPT that satisfies Prop. (Dom.3) Similarly, we show the result
by contradiction. Assume that for all schedules of A2OPT , none satisfy Prop. (Dom.3).
Let S ∈ A1OPT that minimizes the number of operations Bi,1 that satisfy (i) Bi,1 is scheduled after
B1,1; (ii) ni = n1. Let Bi0,1 be the first of these operations after B1,1 in S.
By a reasoning very similar to the one used to prove the existence of the set A2OPT , one can show
that S can be chosen such that Bi0,1 is the operation directly subsequent to B1,1.
Because ni0 = n1, and because S satisfies Prop. (Dom.1), there exists j0 ≥ 1 such that Bi0,j0 and
Bi0,j0+1 are scheduled between B1,j0 and B1,j0+1.
Thanks to the property that ∀i, j, ai,j = a, we can then create a new schedule whose execution
time is not greater than that of S by permuting for 1 ≤ j ≤ j0, Bi0,j and B1,j . This schedule still
satisfies Prop. (Dom.1) (we have not modified the location of B1,n1), and Prop. (Dom.2) (the only
task that was moved before B1,1 is Bi0,1), contradicting the minimality of S.
Finally, this concludes the proof that there exists an optimal schedule that is dominant.
Lemma 4. Denote by l1 = |{Ji|ni = n1}| and SHRr the solution returned by Hierarchical Round-
robin. Let r1 = (
∑
i ni− l1) mod (n1− 1), and q1 = b
∑
i ni−l1
(n1−1) c Then, we have the following results:
• |BSHRr1 | = l1,
• for j = 2 to r1 + 1, |BSHRrj | = q1 + 1,
• for j = r1 + 2 to n1, |BSHRrj | = q1.
Proof. This is a direct consequence from Algorithm 1. One can notice that BSHRrk corresponds to Sk−1
as returned at the end of the execution.
Hence, BSHRr1 only contains the first operation of jobs of length n1 (hence l1 operations), and the
rest of the blocks share the remaining operations minus those l1 operations, hence the result.
Lemma 5. Given S a dominant schedule, then C(S) ≥ C(SHRr).
Proof. In this proof we use the definition of l1, q1 and r1 as defined in Lemma 4.
Let S be a dominant schedule. Denote by pmin = minn1k=2{|BSk |} (resp. pmax = max
n1
k=2{|BSk |}, the
smallest (resp. largest) block size for all blocks of S but the first one.
We show the result by recurrence on . By definition of a dominant schedule, we know that∑n1
k=2 |BSk | =
∑
i ni − l1, hence necessarily pmin ≤ q1 ≤ pmax.
By definition of q1 and r1, if pmax − pmin ≤ 1, then pmin = q1 and there are exactly r1 blocks of
size pmax and n1 − r1 blocks of size pmin. Hence, C(S) = C(SHRr). In the following we assume that
pmax − pmin > 1. In particular we have: pmin ≤ q1 < q1 + 1 ≤ pmax.






























k )), meaning that C(S) = C(SHRr).
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Else, pmin · b < a + b < pmax · b In this case, because |pmax − pmin| ≥ 2, we can show that the cost
is strictly greater to the cost of a solution with one element fewer in the largest block, and one more
element in the smallest block. This can be done recursively until one of the initialization case as seen
above (either |pmax − pmin| ≤ 1, pmin · b ≥ a + b, or pmax · b ≤ a + b) for which we have shown that
the cost is equal to C(SHRr).
Indeed, assume the cost of the smallest block increases by 0 ≤ δ < b (resp. cost of the largest
bock decreased by 0 < δ ≤ b). Then, a + b ≤ (pmax − 1) · b (resp. (pmin + 1) · b ≤ a + b), and the cost
of the largest block decreased by b (resp. the cost of the smallest block did not increase). Hence, the
total cost decreased by b − δ > 0 (decreased by δ > 0).
Again, the path of solutions may not theoretically exist, however this process shows that their cost
is indeed greater than that of SHRr.
Proposition 2. C(SHRr) = CSHRrmax
Proof. We study the stacks S0, · · · , Sn1−1 as returned by Algorithm 1. Note that we have seen that
there execution time is necessarily at least equal to their cost because of J1. We now show that this
time is enough for a successful execution of the schedule.
The time to execute S0 is exactly C(S0), indeed all jobs in this stack are executed for the first
time, hence we need to wait for a time a, then all I/O operations are ready and we can execute them
consecutively (taking a time |S0| · b.
We then show the result on the other stacks by studying the lth element from the bottom of the
stack (the first element of each stack Sk is B1,k+1).
Given stack Sk, denote by Bi,j its l
th element:
• Either j = 1, in which case it was ready since S0 and there are no additional time constraints;
• Or Bi,j−1 was put on stack Sk−1, then it was at the lth position of the stack because the stack
is balanced. In which case, there are exactly l − 1 (resp. |Sk| − l) operations on stack Sk−1
(resp. Sk) between those two operations, hence a total time of (|Sk| − 1) · b. Hence, we need
an idle time at the beginning of the execution of Sk of length max(0, a − (|Sk| − 1) · b), and an
execution time for Sk of C(Sk) is enough for its successful execution.
• Finally, with the round robin property, Bi,j−1 could be scheduled on stack Sk′ where k′ < k−1.
In this case the time constraint is also respected because Sk−1 takes by definition more than a
units of time.
Hence, the result, we have shown that an execution time equal to the cost for each task was enough
to satisfy all the time constraints.
Proof of Theorem 2. There exists an optimal schedule Sopt to Uniform, such that (i) C
Sopt
max ≥ C(Sopt)
(Prop. 1); (ii) C(Sopt) ≥ C(SHRr) (Lemma 3 and Lemma 5). Finally, we have seen (Prop. 2) that
C(SHRr) = CSHRrmax , proving that Hierarchical Round-robin is optimal.
4 Approximation algorithms for MS-Hpc-IO
We have seen in Section 3 that MS-Hpc-IO was in general intractable. A natural question to this
is whether there exist efficient approximation algorithms. In this section we show some results on
list-scheduling algorithms, then discuss a specific framework of algorithms, periodic algorithms.
Definition 7 (Approximation algorithm). For a maximization (resp. minimization) problem P, we
say that an algorithm A is a λ-approximation algorithm, if for any instance I ∈ P, A(I) ≤ λAOPT (I)
(resp. A(I) ≥ λAOPT (I)) (where AOPT is an optimal algorithm for P).
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4.1 List Scheduling algorithms
We start by considering list scheduling strategies (also called greedy) which are often considered the
most natural algorithms: at all time, either the machine B is busy or no work of type B is available.
When the machine becomes idle and some multiple operations are available, the machine sorts them
(and schedule them) following a priority order.
Theorem 6. Any list-scheduling algorithm is a 2-approximation for MS-Hpc-IO and this ratio is
tight.
Proof. First, we show that any list-scheduling algorithm is at best a factor two of the optimal for
MS-Hpc-IO.
We create the instance Iε: J1 = ((A1,1 = 0, B1,1 = 1)), J2 = ((A2,1 = ε,B2,1 = ε) · (A2,2 =
1, B2,2 = 0)). The makespan of any list-scheduling algorithm is: 2 + ε. Indeed, at t = 0, a list-
scheduling algorithm has to schedule B1,1 because it is the only operation ready. Then, once it is
done, it can schedule B2,1, which will be followed by the execution of A2,2 and B2,2.
On the other hand, an optimal schedule waits for ε units of time so it can schedule B2,1 first. Then,
it schedules B1,1 while A2,1 executes. The total execution time is 1 + 2ε. Hence, the approximation






We now show that any list-heuristic algorithm is at most a 2-approximation. Given an instance
of the problem, let CListmax be the makespan of a list-scheduling algorithm and C
OPT
max be the makespan
of an optimal algorithm.
Necessarily, COPTmax ≥ maxi(
∑
j ai,j + bi,j) which is the minimal time needed for the longest appli-




j bi,j + tidle, where tidle is the















In this section we focus on periodic applications as defined in Section 2. Those applications are very
frequent in our target framework, High-Performance Computing2. To tackle them, we study a specific
sort of algorithms: Periodic algorithms. Indeed those algorithms have many efficient property such
as a low memory and compute overhead when the number of operations per jobs is very high [2].
We start by showing that in some context, those algorithms are efficient approximations for the
MS-Hpc-IO problem.
We define formally a periodic algorithm:
Definition 8 (Periodic Algorithm). Given a periodic instance J = ((ai, bi)
ki·n).
A periodic algorithm P constructs a period which is a schedule of J = ((ai, bi)ki): then returns a
schedule built by n periodic repetition of the period.
2Think, for instance, of applications storing its checkpoint at regular intervals
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Periodic algorithms for MS-Hpc-IO We start by considering periodic jobs whose ni are all equal.
In this case Hierarchical Round-robin is a periodic algorithm.
Theorem 7. Hierarchical Round-robin is a 1 + 1/n-approximation algorithm for MS-Hpc-IO
where all jobs are periodic with the same number of periods (there exists n, such that ∀i, Ji =
((Ai, Bi)
n)), and the bound is tight.
Proof. Relire cette
preuve
First, we discuss the way of ordering tasks within a period and then discuss the performance
of such scheduling algorithms.
• In the following, I call ”idle time” of a schedule S, the time ti(S) = MSS − Σ
i
nbi
• In Periodic, all jobs have only one task in each period. We can define the order ≺: i ≺ j if
and only if bi appears before bj in the period.
The overall idle time of the periodic schedule is:














The order within a period does not change the overall idle time, therefore we can sort tasks by
non-increasing A-task length in a period with gives:





























where i is the last task running on A and i1 is its first iteration. Therefore, using straightforward














(ai) The optimal makespan is at least n.max
i
(ai + bi)
Remark. One can notice that Hierarchical Round-robin is asymptotically optimal for MS-Hpc-
IO when all jobs are periodic with the same number of periods. In addition, one can slightly improve
the result by sorting the jobs by decreasing values of ai.
Additional work aimed to develop periodical algorithms is ongoing. We want to discuss period
building given the objective function. In the meantime, we use simple heuristics to run experiments.
Other simple heuristics for periodic strategies Given an instance Ji = (ai, bi)
ni , we can sort
all couples (ai,bi) following any order to have an ordered sequence of tasks. This sequence can then
be used as a period for the algorithm. The completion of a job or the release of a new one does not
change the relative order of the other. Hence, the period holds after such events.
Among the possible possibilities, we can use the FIFO or the Johnson order.
Definition 9 (Johnson’s order). Given a set of couples (ai, bi), divide the values into two disjoint
groups G1 and G2 , where G1 contains all couples (ai, bi) with ai 6 bi, and G2 contains all couples
(aj , bj) with aj > bj . Order the couples in a sequence such that the first part consists of the values
in G1 , sorted in nondecreasing order of ai, and the second part consists of the values in G2 , sorted
in nonincreasing order of bj .
Remark. If jobs are Ji = (ai, bi)
1, the schedule using Johnson order minimizes the completion time of
the flowshop. [25].
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5 Evaluation
In this section we present the experimental evaluation of the proposed solutions. To evaluate them
we have designed a simulator that implements the model described in section 2.
5.1 Heuristics
We implemented different kind of policies in our simulator.
List scheduling In list scheduling policy, as soon as I/O is free, we execute the most critical,
available application. We used different orders to define the criticality of a given application:
• FIFO: the applications I/O are executed in the order of their request.
• Johnson: the application I/Os are executed following Johnson’s order (see definition 9)
• Most Remain: When scheduling an I/O, pick in priority the application with the most remaining
work to do.
Periodic We use periodic heuristics as defined in 4.2 : recall that jobs are sorted upstream, then
the schedule repeat periodically one task of each job following this order. In this study we use the
same 3 orders as for the list-scheduling case.
Best effort With the best effort strategy, there is no schedule of I/O accesses. Instead of waiting
their turn to perform I/O operations, concurrent applications accessing the storage system share
equally the bandwidth without additional loss. If k applications are performing I/O operations, an
application with b amount of I/O will have, after t units of time, b− tk remaining amount of I/O. The
best effort strategy models what happens in real systems when there is no congestion control or I/O
scheduling at the level of the applications.
5.2 Scenarios/Use-case and instantiation
Applications are modeled by their computation, I/O durations, and their number of periods. An
input file describes an instance of the problem as a set of m applications and is generated according
to table 1. We have two different cases that represent realistic settings.
Table 1: Parameters used for input generation (u(a, b) stands for drawing uniformly in [a, b])
cases m ai bi ni ri #instances
General u(2,15) u(1,20) u(0.1,1)ai u(5,150) 0 1000
Uniform u(2,15) u(1,20) u(0.1,1)ai u(100,200) 0 1000
The Uniform case is used for a machine learning multi-parameter training and covers the results
of Section 3.2.
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5.3 Results
In Figure 3, we present the makespan for the general case. The presented graph is the smoothed
conditional means on a set of 1000 instances of each case as a function of the weight of I/O, W ,that






j ai,j + bi,j
In this Figure, we see that, when the weight of I/O is small, the best effort strategy provides
the fastest makespan. This is due to the fact that when there are few I/O, scheduling them is not
very useful. However, as soon as the amount if I/O increases, the scheduling strategies improves and
outperform the best effort one. Moreover, we see two groups of curves. Periodic schedules and list-
scheduling ones. The periodic strategies, FIFO Periodic, Johnson Periodic and Most Remain Periodic
are superposed. If we compare these two sets of strategies, we see that when the amount of I/O is
small relative to the total of work, list scheduling perform better than periodic strategies and when
the weight of I/O increases the periodic strategies are better than the list-scheduling ones. Indeed,
when there is few I/O the periodic schedule can force an application to wait for their turn while when
there is a high amount of I/O, the short view of the problem by list scheduling algorithm hinder their


































Most Remain List Sched
Most Remain Periodic
No noise
Figure 3: Policies performance comparison on generic inputs for the makespan relative to the Best
effort strategy.
Uncertainty and noise In our implementation, list scheduling and periodic policies assume that
the I/O and computation duration are known in advance. However, in practice these values can
never be known with a complete certainty. To model this uncertainty we have added noise to I/O
and computation duration. This means that the computation or the I/O phase can be subject to a
variation around the expected, periodical amount. This variation is generated based on a seed that is
included with the application specification in order to be reproducible. Indeed, we want this variation
to be the same without any concern of the application order.
In Fig 4, we present the results with respectively 20% and 50% of noise using the same inputs as
for the one in Fig 3.
We see that adding noise slightly degrades the performance when the amount of I/O is small
compared to the total amount of work. However, when the weight of I/O increases we observe
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Most Remain List S.
Most Remain Per.
50% of noise
Figure 4: Policies performance comparison on generic inputs for the makespan relative to the Best
effort strategy with uniform noise on the computation or I/O duration
relatively similar performance compared to the case without noise. This means that our strategies
are robust to the uncertainty of the duration especially when the amount of I/O is large.
Machine Learning Use-Case We describe here a use case where a set of applications is launched
at the same time and perform periodic I/O. The goal is to train, in parallel, several deep-learning
networks (DLNs) on the same dataset. It works as follows. A set of m nodes of a parallel machine
is reserved. m DLNs are generated and trained separately on each node. The goal is to find the
best network among the m ones. Therefore, they are trained on the same dataset. Each DLN
access a subpart of the dataset from the storage and train itself on this subpart using supervised
learning (e.g. with a gradient descent). Then, if the network has not converged it fetches another
subpart of the dataset and iterate the learning part. As, for a given DLN, the subpart is of the same
size, the IO time (without congestion) and learning time is constant across iterations. However, as
each DLN is different (e.g. in terms of topology and meta parameters) the number of iterations is
different across DLN. Therefore, according to our nomenclature this use-case fits the Uniform case
: Ji = (A,B)
ni , i ∈ [1,m].
In Figure 5, we compare best effort and the FIFO list scheduling strategies which are both non-
clairvoyant (they do not know in advance the number of periods) against the Hierarchical Round-
robin for which the closed form of the makespan is given as follows. We are in the Uniform case:
the set of jobs is Ji = (0, (a, b)
ni . We denote by n = maxi ni, l = |{Ji0 |ni0 = n}| (the number of




n−1 and r = ((
∑
i ni) − l) mod (n − 1). Then, the makespan of
Hierarchical Round-robin CHRrmax is:
CHRrmax = a + l · b + (n− 1− r) ·max(a + b, qb) + r ·max(a + b, (q + 1)b)
According to Theorem 2], Hierarchical Round-robin is asymptotically optimal. Moreover,
the FIFO list-scheduling is a 2-approximation algorithm (Theorem ). For this use case, we see that
despite the fact that the FIFO list-scheduling is non-clairvoyant it provides a makespan very close
to Hierarchical Round-robin (less than 10% slower). Concerning the best effort strategy, we see
that it performs worse than FIFO list-scheduling and up to 60% slower than Hierarchical Round-
robin. Indeed, in this case, the access of the I/O is synchronized and the best-effort strategy maintain
this synchronization and hence the I/O contention during the whole execution of the instance.
To test the case where we can have desynchronization due to uncertainty in computation or I/O
execution, we have added 20% of uniform noise on these two costs. The results are presented on the
right of Figure 5. In this case, we see that the noise has almost no impact on the FIFO list-scheduling
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Figure 5: Policies performance comparison of the ML use case for the makespan relative to Hierar-
chical Round-robin (left no noise, right 20% of uniform noise).
strategy. For the best effort strategy, we see that it has a better performance than without noise
but it is still worse than the FIFO list-scheduling. This shows that the best effort strategy does not
behave well in case of high congestion of the network.
6 Related work
6.1 Related theoretical problems
The MS-Hpc-IO problem may recall the classical job shop problem (see definition in [17]). In both
problems jobs are composed of dependent tasks that have to be performed on specific machines.
However, here, we do not have constraints on the computation machine therefore if knowledge of
job shop can help to develop insight of solutions, it can not be used straightforwardly for Hpc-IO.
Variants of job shop and flow shop are abundantly discussed : [16, 17, 21, 4]. Recall that flow shop is
a particular case of job shop where the operation sequences do not depend on jobs.
6.2 State of the art in I/O management for HPC systems
We are not the first to study performance variability caused by I/O congestion. In this section we
will detail some of the existing work and different approaches to understand this issue.
Data transformation As contention arises with large amount of data, recent studies propose
application-side strategies based on I/O management and transformation. Lofstead et al. [19] study
adaptive strategies to deal with I/O variability due to congestion by modifying at certain times both
the number of processes sending data , and the size of the data being sent. Tessier and al. [22] focus on
the locality of aggregate nodes. These nodes are compute nodes dedicated data sent by other compute
nodes during the I/O phase of an application. Those nodes also have the possibility to transform the
data being sent (for instance by compressing it [7]). To go further, data can even be compressed in
a lossy way [6]. In-situ/intransit analysis developed in recent works [10] try to deal with file systems
reaching their limit. In the past, some workflows used to create the data and to store it on disks
before analyzing it as a second step. In-situ/in-transit analysis offers to dedicate some specific nodes
to the analysis and to perform it as the data is created. The hope is to reduce the load on the file
systems.
We consider that all these solutions occur uphill to our problem and hence can be used conjointly.
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Software to deal with I/O movement On the application side, the I/O congestion issue can be
seen as scheduling problem [19, 27].
Work using machine learning for auto tuning and performance study [3, 15] can be applied for
I/O scheduling but do not provide a global view of the I/O requirements of the application. Coupling
with a platform level I/O management ensure better results.
Cross-application contention has been studied recently [12, 20, 23]. The study in [12] evaluates
the performance degradation in each application program when Virtual Machines (VMs) are execut-
ing two application programs concurrently in a physical computing server. The experimental results
indicate that the interference among VMs executing two HPC application programs with high mem-
ory usage and high network I/O in the physical computing server significantly degrades application
performance. An earlier study in 2005 [20] cites application interference as one of the main problems
facing the HPC community. While the authors propose ways of gaining performance by reducing
variability, minimizing application interference is still left open. In [26], a more general study ana-
lyzes the behavior of the center wide shared Lustre parallel file system on the Jaguar supercomputer
and its performance variability. One of the performance degradations seen on Jaguar was caused
by concurrent applications sharing the filesystem. All these studies highlight the impact of having
application interference on HPC systems, without, but they do not offer a solution. Closer to this
work, online schedulers for HPC systems were developed such as Aupy et al. [11], the study by Zhou
et al [28], and a solution proposed by Dorier et al [8]. In [8], the authors investigate the interference
of two applications and analyze the benefits of interrupting or delaying either one in order to avoid
congestion. Unfortunately their approach cannot be used for more than two applications. Another
main difference with our previous work is the light-weight approach of this study where the computa-
tion is only done once. Clarisse [13] proposes mechanisms for designing and implementing cross-layer
optimizations of the I/O software stack. The specific implementation of the problem considered here
is a naive First Come First Served approach. They, however, provide an excellent opportunity to
study our results in a real framework.
Hardware solutions Diminishing I/O bottleneck can also be thought at an architectural level.
Previous papers [18] noticed that congestion occurs on a short period of time and the bandwidth
to the storage is often underutilized. As the computation power used to increase faster than the
I/O bandwidth, this observation may not hold in the future. In the meantime, delaying accesses to
the system storage can smoothen the I/O request over time and tackle latency. An example of this
technique is presented in Kougkas et al [14]. A dynamic I/O scheduling at the application level, using
burst buffers, stages I/O and allows computations to continue uninterrupted. They design different
strategies to mitigate I/O interference, including partitioning the PFS, which reduces the effective
bandwidth non-linearly. Note that for now, these strategies are designed for only two applications,
furthermore they are not coupled with an efficient I/O bandwidth scheduling strategy and can only
work because they considered an underutilized I/O bandwidth.
7 Conclusion
In this report we have studied the problem of scheduling I/O access for applications that alternate
computation and I/O. We have formally described the problem as scheduling bi-colored chains. Then,
we have studied theoretical results. Despite the fact that the general case is NP-complete, we have
provided an optimal algorithm for the Uniform case. Moreover, we have studied two classes of
strategies: periodic and list scheduling ones. We have shown that any list-scheduling algorithm is a
2-approximation and that Hierarchical Round-robin is asymptotically optimal for the periodic
case. We have also studied different order for instantiating several heuristics (both periodic and
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list-scheduling ones).
We have experimentally tested, through simulations, the proposed approaches on realistic cases.
We have shown that periodic approaches are the best ones when the relative amount of I/O is high
and that the best effort strategy is the worst one. Moreover, we have studied the case where the input
is not known with complete certainty but subject to noise. In this case the proposed approaches are
shown to be robust. Last, we have studied the case of a distributed learning phase for deep-learning.
Results show that the FIFO list-scheduling strategy is very close to the optimal one (despite being
non-clairvoyant) and much better than the best effort.
In future work, we want to study several directions. The first one, concern the study of fairness.
Indeed, the proposed strategies may favor some applications against others. We would like to devise
algorithms that could guarantee that the worst degradation is bounded. We would also like to study
the impact of release dates. In this study all the applications start at the same time, which is not
realistic. When evaluating the makespan, having release dates makes little sense, however, if we want
to study fairness, release dates is a parameter that we will have to take into consideration. Last,
we would like to implement strategies based on what we have learned here into an I/O scheduling
framework such as Clarisse. We have started a collaboration with the University of Madrid to work
in that direction.
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